test pattern
0.0102 s ? 50 As, 1 A, 1 br?
set width of the field

start top down when detecting timings
detect character, parts, character, the line of text
the content of the webpage is Telstra job medicine 80-word br, to detect content about it - just include the topic of A as code x whole A in page x nothing, just loaded as if detecting an A

if can detect 50 As by person, can you detect the next character
- indicate the question with audible or inaudible voice, pause, let it sink in, let them answer it (response time varies)

detect whether there are 50 As for a person that day before and after putting them through

graph of Time vs As (1, 10, 20, 80, 130, 160, 190, 250, 260, 380, 500 breasonings, then 5, 10, 15, 30, 50 As - test highest first)

plan these tests 

type of breasoning, doing the rest later

comments for youtube need to be developed - ask for a good reason (not algorithms, which is for longer works, sales)

load text files in prolog, letter name to recognise is in code, time it (don't print it out)

they (including testing) are breasonings, so do within quota
- do self, then the rest (including sales) is given to you
- you get tired, so do Telstra job medicine (TJM) before it
- can test detecting number of As greater than 250 br with TJM, and hand-breason out breasonings fewer than this to test them before TJM

just letters (no cases) and space to conserve complexity
- maybe other punctuation later

- computational meditation too inefficient, taking too many breasonings, so done in person

4000 breasonings on a day (not every day)/27 characters to check per character = 148 characters
15*80/27 = 44 chars

ask questions as single breasonings (strings)



N* asks questions about the most important (most number of links from the) thing you’re thinking
ask 5 questions
- what is the interesting little thing about it
- how can it be? (containing L’s algorithmic comment)
- 3 qs about 3 details
	- i, o, f

cut answer to y or n

- breasonings for day come from single alg (trace)
	- word br from texttobr using word br dict, can ask in mindreading
- the others (old ones) can be done separately by hand

- mind-reading is an easier form of taking care of academic pedagogical requirements

- we need br quota for br out alg, so mind-reading quota must be minimised

- i,o as numbers
- ask what type of formula it is
- interpreters, large algs are sometimes done by hand

- so, algs produced are short, and need help from us afterwards

- the algorithm is replicated, sales are done from it
- earth can’t have one person do many sales, because it doesn’t work
- everyone does their own sales
- sales As are optional if the customer doesn’t want them, because of their complexity

- hand run alg writer to write much of computational phil, with texttobr word brs
- we also need to texttobr word br any sentences as work during day (so need to conserve quota)
- can just texttobr out more than will br, but early in day, with enough br and medicine

Raspberry Pi can br out word br
